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the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade, The eradication of all abortion
clinics & Planned Parenthood worldwide & the stripping of all the powers of
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Armouis AKA the: “Mothers of Darkness Castle” & “A Thousand Points of Light”
Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise,
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a
sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard
against surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not
ignorant of his devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psalm 101:3: I will set no wicked thing before mine eyes: I hate the work of them
that turn aside; it shall not cleave to me.
Psalm 11:5: The LORD trieth the righteous: but the wicked and him that loveth
violence his soul hateth.
1 Cor 15:33: Be not deceived: evil communications corrupt good manners.
Lexicon Strong's G3657--Outline of Biblical Usage of the Word:
“Communications”: companionship, communion

The signing of the new abortion law!!!
OUTRAGE: Gov. Cuomo celebrates
abortion-til-birth by lighting One
World Trade Center pink
Play to 6:57 then 7:21 to:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F
gTI7yiBW6M
Psa 106:37-39 Yea, they sacrificed
their sons and their daughters unto
devils, And shed innocent blood,
even the blood of their sons and of
their daughters, whom they sacrificed
unto the idols of Canaan: and the land
was polluted with blood. Thus were
they defiled with their own works, and
went a whoring with their own
inventions.
Phl 3:18-19: (For many walk, of whom
I have told you often, and now tell you
even weeping, that they are the
enemies of the cross of Christ:
Whose end is destruction, whose God
is their belly, and whose glory is in
their shame, who mind earthly
things.)
Pro 8:36 But he that sinneth against me wrongeth his own soul: all they that hate
me love death.
Deu 27:25 Cursed be he that taketh reward to slay an innocent person. And all the
people shall say, Amen.
PETITION: OUTRAGE: Gov. Cuomo celebrates abortion-til-birth by lighting World
Trade Center pink
NEW YORK, New York, January 23, 2019 (LifeSiteNews) – New York Gov. Andrew
Cuomo (D) directed that the One World Trade Center's spire be lit pink overnight on
Tuesday to celebrate his signing of a law allowing abortions until birth in some cases,
and letting non-doctors commit abortions.
The law, the Reproductive Health Act, also erases the state’s recognition of preborn
babies older than 24 weeks as potential homicide victims.
Psalms 127:3 “Lo, children are an heritage of the LORD: and the fruit of the womb
is his reward.”
Cuomo called the bill an “historic victory for New Yorkers and our progressive
values.” It was passed on the anniversary of Roe v. Wade, the 1973 Supreme
Court decision that brought abortion on demand to every state.
In 1970, New York was the first state to legalize abortion. Cuomo said that he was
directing that the 408-foot spire on the One World Trade Center, as well as the
Governor Mario M. Cuomo Bridge, the Kosciuszko Bridge, and the Alfred E. Smith
Building in Albany be lit in pink to “celebrate this achievement and shine a bright light

forward for the rest of the nation to follow.”
PETITION: Tell the Supreme Court to overturn Roe v. Wade
New pro-life report says Planned Parenthood commits illegal partial-birth
abortions
Church Kicks Out Pro-Lifers, Opens Doors to Planned Parenthood During Women's
March Watch the gelded, 501c3, hellbound, hireling “Reverend” give justification
for opening his church doors to Satan!!!!
Isa 59:11 We roar all like bears, and mourn sore like doves: we look for judgment, but
there is none; for salvation, but it is far off from us.
Isa 59:12 For our transgressions are multiplied before thee, and our sins testify against
us: for our transgressions are with us; and as for our iniquities, we know them;
Isa 59:13 In transgressing and lying against the LORD, and departing away from our
God, speaking oppression and revolt, conceiving and uttering from the heart words of
falsehood.
Isa 59:14 And judgment is turned away backward, and justice standeth afar off:
for truth is fallen in the street, and equity cannot enter.
Isa 59:15 Yea, truth faileth; and he that departeth from evil maketh himself a prey:
and the LORD saw it, and it displeased him that there was no judgment.
Isa 59:16 And he saw that there was no man, and wondered that there was no
intercessor: therefore his arm brought salvation unto him; and his righteousness, it
sustained him.
The Trump Train Is Dead on Arrival
President Trump may very well have already lost the 2020 election. His indecisiveness
and unwillingness to use the full force of his office to bring the American people
inexcusable. This article will examine the areas of concern that are serving to alienate
his base.
Border Security
Despite all the attention to the subject of border security, more illegal aliens are crossing
the border than during the Obama administration. Even with Trump putting the military
on the border, they keep coming and coming.
As I have said many times before, I am concerned about the terrorists (Muslim
Brotherhood, ISIS), the assassins (MS13), the drug dealers, the child traffickers and the
habitual criminals. The reason why I loathe Pelosi and Schumer is because they don’t
care how many Americans are victimized by these evil doers. However, I did not expect
the same indifference from Trump and that is precisely what we are seeing. Trumps
failure to secure border funding is endangering every American. He just raised the white
flag on declaring a national emergency (ie martial law) at the border and acting
accordingly.
Trump says that he is giving the Democrats until February 15th to agree to fund the
border wall or he is declaring a national emergency. Trump reminds me of an unarmed
British policeman who yells at a fleeing felon “stop, or I will say stop again”. In other
words, Trump has descended into having more bark that bite. He is asleep at the wheel.
The border is collapsing and Trump has turned into Nero as he fiddles away our
national security.
Trump’s Failure to Address Social Media Censorship

I, like many of my colleagues in the Independent Media, dedicated every resource at
our disposal to get Trump elected. We were his only positive media force. The MSM
denigrated and attempted to destroy Trump’s candidacy at every turn.
With Roger Stone being indicted for complicity in colluding with the Russians, I want to
remind everyone that I was one of 200 Independent Media (IM) journalists who the
Washington Post identified as Russian spies during the 2016 campaign. If it were not for
the Independent Media, Hillary Clinton gets elected. Like many in the IM, we poured our
souls into Trump’s campaign. We literally brought millions disaffected Americans to the
fight and persuaded them to vote for Trump. If the IM was not the deciding factor, the
social media giants would not be illegally censoring us. Are we the only reason he got
elected? No, however, were the main reason and Trump has turned his back on us, like
Judas in the night.
Trump has, in effect, totally abandoned the people who had the most to do with his
successful campaign. As a result, he has lost the House, he has lost the border and he
is alienating his base. Unfortunately, the divide between Trump and his base is in
evidence in other areas as well.
Hillary’s Continued Freedom Is Insulting to Every American
Why is this sociopathic criminal still walking free. I recently had dinner with Shauna Cox
(Bundy Ranch case) and she confirmed that Hillary was behind everything that
happened on Cliven’s ranch and in the Oregon incident as well.
I published documents which showed that Hillary conspired with Special Prosecutor
Mueller to extract uranium from ranchers lands in the west. This event resulted in the
treasonous act of uranium being sold to the Russians and the profits went to the Clinton
Foundation and were funneled into Clinton’s Presidential campaign. Shauna has come
to discover that I was right in this assertion. The Bundy affair(s) was about treason and
the Clinton Foundation.
If I can find the documentation, then why can’t Trump’s people? Oh, he is surrounded
by Deep State you say? Well what about his latest choice for Attorney General, Burton
Barr? Barr and Mueller’s wives are best friends and they shop together and they play
bingo together. Are you kidding me?
Under the Deep State servant, former FBI Director, James Comey, Hillary’s 33,000
national security emails that went to her private server, were gift wrapped for a
Trump prosecution of Clinton. Legally speaking, this is the lowest hanging fruit I
have ever witnessed. Again, crickets chirping, and I have had enough of Trump’s
inaction.
Conclusion
I could easily detail several more acts of depraved indifference by Trump which is
alienating his base. If Trump were going to act decisively, he would have already done
so. There is the REMOTE possibility that Trump will rediscover his manhood and make
good on his campaign promises to drain the swamp, but don’t hold your breath. America
has been sucker-punched!
https://www.thecommonsenseshow.com/the-trump-train-is-dead-on-arrival/
Related:
TRUMP CAVES! Ends Shutdown with NO BORDER WALL — Pelosi’s SECOND
BIG WIN This Week — VIDEO PELOSI DANCING
Nancy Pelosi Beats Trump to a Pulp

Pelosi Cancels SOTUS
PRESIDENT PELOSI? House Speaker holds public bill signings — to compete
with Trump? Pelosi is holding public bill signings in front of news cameras, an
optic usually reserved for the President.
The latest example came Friday, when she publicly signed the continuing
resolution to end the partial shutdown. Breitbart notes Pelosi used 8 pens to add
her signature to the legislation — another move presidents use to hand out pens
those legislators and supporters who help to pass a bill.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi wants Americans to think she’s the President.
Newly-elected Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) said in an interview published on
Thursday that the Constitution considers her equal to President Trump.
When Pelosi was asked whether she considers herself equal to Trump, she said,
“The Constitution does,” The New York Times reported.
Pelosi’s position as Speaker makes her the second in line for the presidency
should something happen to Trump, after Vice President Pence, according to the
Constitution.
Good Morning Madame President Pelosi…”IN SHORT, TRUMP HAS ACQUIESCED
THE POWER OF THE PRESIDENCY TO A FEDERAL BUREAUCRACY”
Trump Has Turned Into a Weak Excuse Maker
Following the arrest of Roger Stone, Trump tweeted out the following:

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump
If Roger Stone was indicted for lying to Congress, what about the lying done by
Comey, Brennan, Clapper, Lisa Page & lover, Baker and soooo many others?
What about Hillary to FBI and her 33,000 deleted Emails? What about Lisa &
Peter’s deleted texts & Wiener’s laptop? Much more!
130K
6:42 AM – Jan 26, 2019
Twitter Ads info and privacy
83.4K people are talking about this___
Forgetting for a moment that Trump has the power of pardon and Roger Stone
could immediately be placed outside the power of the DOJ, Trump could also fire
Mueller. Clearly, Trump’s tweet is addressing the DOJ (ie the “they” that is
referenced). The last time I looked, Trump, as President is in charge of both the
FBI and the DOJ. He can order the arrest and indictment of all the above-named
perps in his tweet. Instead, he is conveying the message that the DOJ is in charge
of him. Under the Constitution, Trump can fire any FBI or DOJ person who does
not follow his orders. Eventually, Trump would find a moderately loyal Deep
Stater who would to hell with this, I need my federal pension and prosecute these
Deep State crooks that Trump’s tweet identifies. IN SHORT, TRUMP HAS
ACQUIESCED THE POWER OF THE PRESIDENCY TO A FEDERAL

BUREAUCRACY WHO HE’S IN CHARGE OF. AND HIS ACQUIESCENCE, OR
COWARDICE DOES NOT END WITH THE DOJ AND THE FBI…
The answer to our dilemma falls to us. What are WE THE PEOPLE GOING TO
DO? We don’t have long, because it won’t be long until Mueller is not only
arresting the Roger Stone’s of the country, he will be arresting Pence and Trump.
And since Trump is seemingly paralyzed, WE THE PEOPLE, need to decide what
we are going to do about this current state of affairs?
The Russians and the Chinese have stated that Pelosi is running the country.
Some other allies are stating that America is being run in two opposite camps. In
other words, Trump is not really in charge. This makes it very likely that we will
be attacked in a preemptive military strike and this will be the topic of the next
article.
Before concluding, I want to deliver a stern warning. IF the American people do
not stand up to the Deep State we will surely be attacked and invaded. We should
look at France very carefully. They are showing us our future and France will
soon experience a civil bloodbath like they have not seen since the French
Revolution. I do not want to be misquoted here. Every time Trump backs down,
you and me are in more danger on a number of fronts.
Related: ANALYSIS: To save America, Trump must declare a “New American
Revolution”
'The Left Tries to Ban Christianity in Texas': Sudden Spate of Bills Exalts LGBTQ
Ideology Over Rights of Christians -- FOR THOSE 'CHRISTIAN CLAIMANTS' WHO
DENIED PERSECUTION WOULD COME IN THE USA--HERE IT IS IN PLAIN SIGHT
Play the video here
DHS Employee Lived Through Hell of 5G! Horrifying Testimony
Patriot Dana Ashlie did an exclusive interview with a DHS Insider who lived
through the 5G nightmare already. This DHS source worked next to a machine
using the exact same frequencies we will all be exposed to when 5G cell phone
technology is rolled out! She lived through the 5G nightmare and tells exactly
what happened to her and all her coworkers.
Please tweet this story to President Trump @potus and @realdonaldtrump right
now! Share this everywhere through all social networks also. Somebody in Trump’s
office needs to be fired for telling this brave woman to get treatment for drug addiction
instead of looking into the huge 5G problem! Get the word out patriots to everybody
you know!
Play from 4:35 to 34:34: https://vimeo.com/313566238
https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/alternative/2019/3659471.html
5G Is the New Tobacco on the Worldwide Slave Plantation
Play: https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/alternative/2018/3649054.html
20,000 Satellites for 5G to be Launched Sending Focused Beams of Intense
Microwave Radiation Over Entire Earth

by John P. Thomas
Health Impact News
Public attention about 5G has been
focused on the plans of telecom
companies to install millions of small
cell towers on electric utility poles,
on public buildings and schools, on
bus stop shelters, in public parks,
and anywhere they want in national
parks and on federally owned land.
In local urban communities there
would be a cell tower approximately
every 500 feet along every street.
As bad as these small cell towers might seem from the standpoint of constant exposure
to radio frequency (RF) radiation in close proximity to the source, but an even more
alarming prospect will be the beaming of millimeter length microwaves at the earth from
thousands of new communication satellites.
The FCC gave approval to SpaceX on March 29, 2018, to launch 4,425 satellites
into low orbit around the Earth. [1]
The total number of satellites that is expected to be put into low and high orbit by
several companies will be 20,000 satellites. [1]
5G will use Phased Array Antennas to shoot Beams of Radiation at Cell Phones
These satellites will use the same type of phased array antennas as will be used by the
ground-based 5G systems.
This means that they will send tightly focused beams of intense microwave radiation at
each specific 5G device that is on the Earth and each device will send a beam of
radiation back to the satellite. [2]
These beams of radiation will also need to be strong enough to pass through
walls and human flesh such as a hand or head to reach the intended destination.
[2]
This means that if you are in a crowded location, such as an airport or on a train,
there will be hundreds if not thousands of invisible beams of radiation flying
through the environment at the speed of light.
As people move in that environment, their bodies will be penetrated by numerous
beams of radiation as they walk or as other people walk around them with their
5G smartphones. [2]
The effective radiated power of the 5G phased array antennas in phones will be
10 times more powerful than 4G phones.
No one will be free from exposure.
In addition, 5G beams of microwave radiation will be received and transmitted
from new computer equipment, household appliances, and automobiles.
Stationary equipment such as Wi-Fi hubs in homes and offices will be permitted
to use microwave beams that are 15 times stronger (300 watts) than the signals
from 5G phones or 150 times stronger than 4G phones. [2]

Ground-based 5G systems are already being implemented in dozens of major cities
right now. Plans are being approved by hundreds of other cities, which will allow
implementation in 2019 and beyond.
As I explained in my previous articles, cities do not have the right to “say no” to
5G. FCC regulations prevent cities from objecting on the basis of health concerns
– they only can speak to issues of esthetics and the practical matter of the
placement of equipment.
They are required to “say yes,” and they better do it quickly, or telecom
companies will threaten them with legal action for obstructing their plans.
The first two 5G test satellites were launched by SpaceX in February of 2018. Hundreds
of other satellites are expected to be launched in 2019. The full set of 20,000 satellites
could be put in orbit during the next two years.
To put this into perspective, as of September 2017 there were 1,738 operating satellites
into orbit around the Earth. This means the number of satellites will be 11 times greater
than the current number. [4]
5G is promoted as being the next great wonder in the plan to advance technology
to create smart cities where everything and everyone is instantly connected in
real time with no lags or lost signals.
Of course there will be a few costs.
Everyone will be irradiated with millimeter-size, non-ionizing radiation 24 hours a
day with completely unknown health effects.
Studies designed to investigate harm from 5G will be completed many years after
the 5G systems on the ground and in space are fully implemented.
At that point it is very unlikely that telecom companies would dismantle their
systems even if it is shown that their technology is causing cancer and other
diseases. They would just deny the risks.
They will tell us that the science was settled decades ago. They will tell us that
evidence linking 5G to cancer and other diseases is just a conspiracy theory that
only a few crackpots believe.
Millions of people will suffer from radiation exposure with symptoms such as
headaches, weakness, brain fog, impaired ability to learn and reason, chest pain,
and numerous other symptoms that will baffle most conventional physicians.
Today, it is possible to live in a location that has reduced levels of microwave exposure.
This is accomplished by choosing a living space that is far away from cell phone towers.
However, in the near future, it won’t matter where we live, because 5G will irradiate us
wherever we happen to live or work.
FCC regulations have been structured in such a way that local municipalities
cannot stop telecom companies from installing 5G. They are specifically
prohibited from trying to delay or stop 5G implementation on the basis of health
concerns. Based on what has been happening around the country, telecom
companies are sweeping aside local resistance and gaining approval for their 5G
systems in rapid succession.
Can 5G Implementation be Stopped?
As far as I can tell, at this point, the only way that 5G will be stopped will be by
congressional action. If enough people raise a stink with their elected officials,

then perhaps 5G could be put on hold while studies are done to examine the true
health risks.
Telecom investment in 5G has been massive. They are planning full implementation on
the ground and in space in the next couple years. The time to object is now and not
after hundreds of thousands of people become sick. [7]
If you would like to watch an in-depth presentation on the risks and hazards of 5G, then
please view the following presentation.
Listen to Arthur Firstenberg discuss the history, science, and description of 5G,
including 5G from satellites in space and its expected effects on all living things:
Cell Phone Task Force, Taos, New Mexico, August 2, 2018
You also may wish to review some of my previous articles about the risks of 5G and
other forms of radio frequency exposure.
Public Waking up to Fact that 5G has not been Proven Safe for Human Health
5G Technology is Coming – Linked to Cancer, Heart Disease, Diabetes,
Alzheimer’s, and Death
Cell Phone and Wi-Fi Exposure to the Eyes Causes Long-Term Damage
New 5G Cell Towers and Smart Meters to Increase Microwave Radiation – Invade
Privacy
Smart Meters: Countdown to a National Crisis of Illness and Death
Will Driverless Cars Cause DNA Damage and Cancer?
How Big Technology Companies Control the Minds of the Masses through Smart
Phone Addiction
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